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**auc**

**Calculate the area under the curve**

**Description**

This function is used within `pp_plot` to calculate the area under the pp curve. The area under the curve is also a useful effect-size like statistic, representing the probability that a randomly selected individual from distribution a will have a higher value than a randomly selected individual from distribution b.

**Usage**

```r
auc(formula, data, ref_group = NULL, tidy = TRUE)
```

**Arguments**

- `formula`: A formula of the type `outcome ~ group` where `outcome` is the outcome variable and `group` is the grouping variable. Note this variable can include any arbitrary number of groups.
- `data`: The data frame that the data in the formula come from.
- `ref_group`: Optional. If the name of the reference group is provided (must be character and match the grouping level exactly), only the estimates corresponding to the given reference group will be returned.
- `tidy`: Logical. Should the data be returned in a tidy data frame? (see Wickham, 2014). If false, effect sizes returned as a vector.

**Value**

By default the area under the curve for all possible pairings of the grouping factor are returned as a tidy data frame. Alternatively, a vector can be returned, and/or only the auc corresponding to a specific reference group can be returned.

**Examples**

```r
free_reduced <- rnorm(800, 80, 20)
pay <- rnorm(500, 100, 10)
d <- data.frame(score = c(free_reduced, pay),
               frl = c(rep("free_reduced", 800),
                      rep("pay", 500)))

auc(score ~ frl, d)
# Compute AUC for all pairwise comparisons
auc(reading ~ condition, star)

# Specify regular-sized classrooms as the reference group
auc(reading ~ condition, star, ref_group = "reg")
```
# Return a vector instead of a data frame

```r
auc(reading ~ condition,
    star,
    ref_group = "reg",
    tidy = FALSE)
```

---

**binned_plot**  
*Quantile-binned effect size plot*

**Description**

Plots the effect size between two groups by matched (binned) quantiles (i.e., the results from `qtile_es`), with the matched quantiles plotted along the x-axis and the effect size plotted along the y-axis. The intent is to examine how (if) the magnitude of the effect size varies at different points of the distributions.

**Usage**

```r
binned_plot(formula, data, ref_group = NULL, qtiles = seq(0, 1, 0.3333),
             se = TRUE, shade_col = NULL, shade_alpha = 0.3, annotate = FALSE,
             reline = TRUE, reline_col = "black", reline_lty = 2,
             reline_lwd = 2, rects = TRUE, rect_colors = c(rgb(0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.1),
                                                 rgb(0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0)), lines = TRUE, points = TRUE, legend = NULL,
             theme = NULL, ...)
```

**Arguments**

- **formula**  
  A formula of the type `out ~ group` where `out` is the outcome variable and `group` is the grouping variable. Note the grouping variable must only include only two groups.

- **data**  
  The data frame that the data in the formula come from.

- **ref_group**  
  Optional character vector (of length 1) naming the reference group to be plotted on the x-axis. Defaults to the highest scoring group.

- **qtiles**  
  The quantile bins to split the data by and calculate effect sizes. This argument is passed directly to `qtile_es`. Essentially, this is the binning argument. Defaults to `seq(0, 1, 0.33)` which splits the distribution into thirds (lower, middle, upper). Any sequence is valid, but it is recommended the bins be even. For example `seq(0, 1, .1)` would split the distributions into deciles.

- **se**  
  Logical. Should the standard errors around the effect size point estimates be displayed? Defaults to `TRUE`, with the uncertainty displayed with shading.

- **shade_col**  
  Color of the standard error shading, if `se == TRUE`. Defaults to the same color as the lines.

- **shade_alpha**  
  Transparency level of the standard error shading. Defaults to 0.3.
annotate Logical. Defaults to FALSE. When TRUE and legend == "side" the plot is rendered such that additional annotations can be made on the plot using low level base plotting functions (e.g., arrows). However, if set to TRUE, dev.off must be called before a new plot is rendered (i.e., close the current plotting window). Otherwise the plot will be attempted to be rendered in the region designated for the legend). Argument is ignored when legend != "side".

refline Logical. Defaults to TRUE. Should a diagonal reference line, representing the point of equal probabilities, be plotted?

refline_col Color of the reference line. Defaults to "gray".

refline_lty Line type of the reference line. Defaults to 2.

refline_lwd Line width of the reference line. Defaults to 2.

rects Logical. Should semi-transparent rectangles be plotted in the background to show the binning? Defaults to TRUE.

rect_colors Color of rectangles to be plotted in the background, if rects == TRUE. Defaults to alternating gray and transparent. Currently not alterable when theme == "dark", in which case the rects alternate a semi-transparent white and transparent.

lines Logical. Should the points between effect sizes across qtiles be connected via a line? Defaults to TRUE.

points Logical. Should points be plotted for each qtiles be plotted? Defaults to TRUE.

legend The type of legend to be displayed, with possible values "base", "side", or "none". Defaults to "side", when there are more than two groups and "none" when only comparing two groups. If the option "side" is used the plot is split into two plots, via layout, with the legend displayed in the second plot. This scales better than the base legend (i.e., manually manipulating the size of the plot after it is rendered), but is not compatible with multi-panel plotting (e.g., par(mfrow = c(2, 2)) for a 2 by 2 plot). When producing multi-panel plots, use "none" or "base", the latter of which produces the legend with the base legend function.

theme Visual properties of the plot. There are currently only two themes implemented - a standard plot and a dark theme. If NULL (default), the theme will be produced with a standard white background. If "dark", a dark gray background will be used with white text and axes.

Examples

```r
# Default binned effect size plot
binned_plot(math ~ condition, star)

# Change the reference group to regular sized classrooms
binned_plot(math ~ condition, star,
```

... Additional arguments passed to plot. Note that it is best to use the full argument rather than partial matching, given the method used to call the plot. While some partial matching is supported (e.g., m for main, it is generally safest to supply the full argument).
ref_group = "reg")

# Change binning to deciles
binned_plot(math ~ condition,
star,
ref_group = "reg",
qtiles = seq(0, 1, .1))

# Suppress the standard error shading
binned_plot(math ~ condition,
star,
se = FALSE)

# Change to dark theme
binned_plot(math ~ condition,
star,
theme = "dark")

cdfs

`cdfs` compute the empirical distribution functions for each of several groups.

Description

This function is a simple wrapper that splits the data frame by the grouping variable, then loops `ecdf` through the split data to return a CDF function for each group.

Usage

`cdfs(formula, data)`

Arguments

- `formula`: A formula of the type `out ~ group` where `out` is the outcome variable and `group` is the grouping variable. Note this variable can include any arbitrary number of groups.
- `data`: The data frame that the data in the formula come from.

Value

A list with one function per group (level in the grouping factor).

Examples

```r
cdfs(math ~ condition, star)
```
coh_d

coh_d  

**Compute Cohen's d**

**Description**

This function calculates effect sizes in terms of Cohen's *d*, also called the uncorrected effect size. See `hedg_g` for the sample size corrected version. Also see Lakens (2013) for a discussion on different types of effect sizes and their interpretation. Note that missing data are removed from the calculations of the means and standard deviations.

**Usage**

```r
coh_d(formula, data, ref_group = NULL, tidy = TRUE)
```

**Arguments**

- `formula` A formula of the type `out ~ group` where `out` is the outcome variable and `group` is the grouping variable. Note this variable can include any arbitrary number of groups.
- `data` The data frame that the data in the formula come from.
- `ref_group` Optional. If the name of the reference group is provided (must be character and match the grouping level exactly), only the estimates corresponding to the given reference group will be returned.
- `tidy` Logical. Should the data be returned in a tidy data frame? (see Wickham, 2014). If false, effect sizes returned as a vector.

**Value**

By default the Cohen’s *d* for all possible pairings of the grouping factor are returned as a tidy data frame.

**Examples**

```r
# Calculate Cohen's d for all pairwise comparisons
coh_d(reading ~ condition, star)

# Report only relative to regular-sized classrooms
coh_d(reading ~ condition, 
star, 
ref_group = "reg")

# Return a vector instead of a data frame
coh_d(reading ~ condition, 
star, 
ref_group = "reg", 
tidy = FALSE)
```
create_base_legend

Description
Emulates ggplot’s default colors. Evenly spaced hues around the color wheel.

Usage
col_hue(n)

Arguments
n The number of colors to be produced

Examples
col_hue(1)
col_hue(5)
col_hue(20)

create_base_legend

Create a base legend for a plot

Description
This function creates a legend using the base legend function, but with more abbreviated syntax.

Usage
create_base_legend(labels, position = "bottomright", ...)

Arguments
labels Labels for the legend (line labels).
position Where the legend should be positioned. Defaults to "bottomright".
... Additional arguments passed to legend (typically colors, line width, etc).
create_legend

Create a legend for a plot

Description
This is an alternative legend for plots which uses the actual plotting environment to create the legend, rather than overlaying it. I prefer this legend because it scales better than the base legend. It is currently only implemented to support lines.

Usage
create_legend(n, leg_labels, left_mar = 0, height = NULL, ...)

Arguments
- **n**: Number of lines to produce on the legend.
- **leg_labels**: Labels for the lines in the legend.
- **left_mar**: Left margin argument. Defaults to 0. Larger numbers push the legend more to the right.
- **height**: The height of the legend. Counter-intuitively, larger numbers result in a smaller legend (more squished to the bottom).
- **...**: Additional arguments passed to lines.

create_vec

Create a named vector of all possible combinations

Description
Alternative to tidied data frame return.

Usage
create_vec(levs, fun)

Arguments
- **levs**: The levels of the grouping factor from which to create the matrix
- **fun**: The function to apply.

Value
Matrix of values according to the function supplied.
ecdf_plot  

Empirical Cumulative Distribution Plot

Description

This function dresses up the plot.ecdf function and provides some additional functionality to directly compare distributions at specific locations along the scale. Specifically, multiple empirical CDFs can be plotted with a single call, and the differences between any pair, or all, CDFs can optionally be plotted in terms of both raw percentage differences and/or in terms of standard deviation units through inverse normal transformations. See Ho & Reardon, 2012. (Note, not all features implemented yet)

Usage

ecdf_plot(formula, data, ref_cut = NULL, hor_ref = FALSE, rect_ref = TRUE, legend = "side", theme = NULL, annotate = FALSE, ...)

Arguments

formula  A formula of the type out ~ group where out is the outcome variable and group is the grouping variable. Note this variable can include any arbitrary number of groups.
data  The data frame that the data in the formula come from.
ref_cut  Optional numeric vector stating the location of reference line(s) and/or rectangle(s).
hor_ref  Logical, defaults to FALSE. Should horizontal reference lines be plotted at the location of ref_cut?
rect_ref  Logical, defaults to TRUE. Should semi-transparent rectangle(s) be plotted at the locations of ref_cut?
legend  The type of legend to be displayed, with possible values "base", "side", or "none". Defaults to "side", when there are more than two groups and "none" when only comparing two groups. If the option "side" is used the plot is split into two plots, via layout, with the legend displayed in the second plot. This scales better than the base legend (i.e., manually manipulating the size of the plot after it is rendered), but is not compatible with multi-panel plotting (e.g., par(mfrow = c(2, 2)) for a 2 by 2 plot). When producing multi-panel plots, use "none" or "base", the latter of which produces the legend with the base legend function.
theme  Visual properties of the plot. There are currently only two themes implemented - a standard plot and a dark theme. If NULL (default), the theme will be produced with a standard white background. If "dark", a dark gray background will be used with white text and axes.
annotate  Logical. Defaults to FALSE. When TRUE and legend == "side" the plot is rendered such that additional annotations can be made on the plot using low level base plotting functions (e.g., arrows). However, if set to TRUE, dev.off must
be called before a new plot is rendered (i.e., close the current plotting window).
Otherwise the plot will be attempted to be rendered in the region designated for
the legend. Argument is ignored when legend != “side”.

Additional arguments passed to plot. Note that it is best to use the full argument
rather than partial matching, given the method used to call the plot. While some
partial matching is supported (e.g., m for main, it is generally safest to supply the
full argument).

Examples

# Produce base empirical cumulative distribution plot
ecdf_plot(mean ~ grade, seda)

# Shade distributions to the right of three cut scores
ecdf_plot(mean ~ grade,
seda,
  ref_cut = c(225, 245, 265))

# Add horizontal reference lines
ecdf_plot(mean ~ grade,
seda,
  ref_cut = c(225, 245, 265),
  hor_ref = TRUE)

# Apply dark theme
ecdf_plot(mean ~ grade,
seda,
  ref_cut = c(225, 245, 265),
  theme = "dark")

empty_plot                    Create an empty plot

Description

This function creates an empty plot for further plotting (e.g., via lines). What makes the function
unique is that it allows for specification of default xlab, ylab, and main arguments, while allowing
the user to override those arguments. Only really useful when used within other functions (e.g.,
pp_plot).

Usage

empty_plot(x, y, default_xlab = NULL, default_ylab = NULL,
           default_main = NULL, default_xlim = NULL, default ylim = NULL,
           default_xaxt = NULL, default_yaxt = NULL, default_bty = "n", ...)

Arguments

x The x variable to be plotted.

y The y variable to be plotted.

default_xlab The default x-label, which can be overridden by the user. Defaults to NULL, in which case the label is defined by the default plot function.

default_ylab The default y-label, which can be overridden by the user. Defaults to NULL, in which case the label is defined by the default plot function.

default_main The default main title, which can be overridden by the user. Defaults to NULL, in which case the title is defined by the default plot function.

default_xlim The default x-axis limits, which can be overridden by the user. Defaults to NULL, in which case the limits are defined by the default plot function.

default_ylim The default y-axis limits, which can be overridden by the user. Defaults to NULL, in which case the limits are defined by the default plot function.

default_xaxt The default x-axis type, which can be overridden by the user. Defaults to NULL, in which case the type is defined by the default plot function.

default_yaxt The default y-axis type, which can be overridden by the user. Defaults to NULL, in which case the type is defined by the default plot function.

default_bty The default background type, which can be overridden by the user. Defaults to "n".

... Additional arguments supplied to plot (e.g., xlim, ylim, cex, etc.)

hedg_g

Compute Hedges’ g This function calculates effect sizes in terms of Hedges’ g, also called the corrected (for sample size) effect size. See coh_d for the uncorrected version. Also see https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3840331/Lakens (2013) for a discussion on different types of effect sizes and their interpretation. Note that missing data are removed from the calculations of the means and standard deviations.

hedg_g

Compute Hedges’ g This function calculates effect sizes in terms of Hedges’ g, also called the corrected (for sample size) effect size. See coh_d for the uncorrected version. Also see https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3840331/Lakens (2013) for a discussion on different types of effect sizes and their interpretation. Note that missing data are removed from the calculations of the means and standard deviations.

Usage

```r
hedg_g(formula, data, ref_group = NULL, tidy = TRUE)
```
Arguments

formula A formula of the type `out ~ group` where `out` is the outcome variable and `group` is the grouping variable. Note this variable can include any arbitrary number of groups.

data The data frame that the data in the formula come from.

ref_group Optional. If the name of the reference group is provided (must be character and match the grouping level exactly), only the estimates corresponding to the given reference group will be returned.

tidy Logical. Should the data be returned in a tidy data frame? (see Wickham, 2014). If false, effect sizes returned as a vector.

Value

By default the Hedges’ $d$ for all possible pairings of the grouping factor are returned as a tidy data frame.

Examples

```r
# Calculate Hedges' g for all pairwise comparisons
hedg_g(reading ~ condition, star)

# Report only relative to regular-sized classrooms
hedg_g(reading ~ condition, star,
       ref_group = "reg")

# Return a vector instead of a data frame
hedg_g(reading ~ condition, star,
       ref_group = "reg",
       tidy = FALSE)
```

pac

Compute the proportion above a specific cut location

Description

This rather simple function calls `cdfs`, to compute the empirical cumulative distribution function for all levels of the grouping factor, and then calculates the proportion of the sample above any generic point on the scale for all groups. Alternatively only specific proportions can be returned.

Usage

```r
pac(formula, data, cut, ref_group = NULL, diff = TRUE, tidy = TRUE)
```
Arguments

formula A formula of the type `out ~ group` where `out` is the outcome variable and `group` is the grouping variable. Note this variable can include any arbitrary number of groups.
data The data frame that the data in the formula come from.
cut The point(s) at the scale from which the proportion above should be calculated from.
ref_group Optional. If the name of the reference group is provided (must be character and match the grouping level exactly), only the estimates corresponding to the given reference group will be returned.
diff Logical, defaults to TRUE. Should the difference between the groups be returned? If FALSE the raw proportion above the cut is returned for each group.
tidy Logical. Should the data be returned in a tidy data frame? (see Wickham, 2014). If false, effect sizes returned as a vector.

Value

Tidy data frame (or vector) of the proportion above the cutoff for each (or selected) groups.

Examples

# Compute differences for all pairwise comparisons for each of three cuts
pac(reading ~ condition, star, cut = c(450, 500, 550))

# Report raw PAC, instead of differences in PAC
pac(reading ~ condition, star, cut = c(450, 500, 550), diff = FALSE)

# Report differences with regular-sized classrooms as the reference group
pac(reading ~ condition, star, cut = c(450, 500, 550), ref_group = "reg")

# Return a matrix instead of a data frame
# (returns a vector if only one cut is provided)
pac(reading ~ condition, star, cut = c(450, 500, 550), ref_group = "reg", tidy = FALSE)
parse_form

Parse formula

Description
Parse formula

Usage
parse_form(formula, data, order = TRUE)

Arguments
- **formula**: A formula of the type `out ~ group` where `out` is the outcome variable and `group` is the grouping variable. Note this variable can include any arbitrary number of groups.
- **data**: The data frame that the data in the formula come from.
- **order**: Logical. Defaults to `TRUE`. Should the groups be ordered according to their mean?

Value
A list of data split by the grouping factor.

pooled_sd

Compute pooled standard deviation

Description
Compute pooled standard deviation

Usage
pooled_sd(formula, data)

Arguments
- **formula**: A formula of the type `out ~ group` where `out` is the outcome variable and `group` is the grouping variable. Note the grouping variable must only include only two groups.
- **data**: The data frame that the data in the formula come from.

Examples
pooled_sd(math ~ condition, star)
pooled_sd(reading ~ sex, star)
pp_plot

Produces the paired probability plot for two groups

Description

The paired probability plot maps the probability of obtaining a specific score for each of two groups. The area under the curve (auc) corresponds to the probability that a randomly selected observation from the x-axis group will have a higher score than a randomly selected observation from the y-axis group.

Usage

```r
pp_plot(formula, data, ref_group = NULL, annotate = FALSE, refine = TRUE,
refline_col = "gray10", refline_lty = 2, refline_lwd = 2, text = NULL,
text_size = 2, shade = NULL, shade_rgb = rgb(102, 178, 255, alpha = 30,
maxColorValue = 255), legend = NULL, plot = TRUE, theme = NULL, ...)
```

Arguments

- **formula**: A formula of the type `outcome ~ group` where `outcome` is the outcome variable and `group` is the grouping variable. Note the grouping variable must only include only two groups.
- **data**: The data frame that the data in the formula come from.
- **ref_group**: Optional character vector (of length 1) naming the reference group to be plotted on the x-axis. Defaults to the highest scoring group.
- **annotate**: Logical. Defaults to `FALSE`. When `TRUE` and `legend == "side"` the plot is rendered such that additional annotations can be made on the plot using low level base plotting functions (e.g., `arrows`). However, if set to `TRUE`, `dev.off` must be called before a new plot is rendered (i.e., close the current plotting window). Otherwise the plot will be attempted to be rendered in the region designated for the legend). Argument is ignored when `legend != "side"`.
- **refline**: Logical. Defaults to `TRUE`. Should a diagonal reference line, representing the point of equal probabilities, be plotted?
- **refline_col**: Color of the reference line.
- **refline_lty**: Line type of the reference line.
- **refline_lwd**: Line width of the reference line.
- **text**: Logical. Should the `link{auc}` and `link{v}` statistics be displayed on the plot? Defaults to `TRUE` when there are two groups. Cannot currently be displayed for more than two groups.
- **text_size**: The size of the text to be displayed. Defaults to 2.
- **shade**: Logical. Should the area under the curve be shaded? Defaults to `TRUE` if there are only two group. Currently it cannot be produced for more than two groups.
- **shade_rgb**: The color of the shading via `rgb`. Defaults to `rgb(102, 178, 255, alpha = 30, max = 255)` which is a light blue color.
The type of legend to be displayed, with possible values "base", "side", or "none". Defaults to "side", when there are more than two groups and "none" when only comparing two groups. If the option "side" is used the plot is split into two plots, via `layout`, with the legend displayed in the second plot. This scales better than the base legend (i.e., manually manipulating the size of the plot after it is rendered), but is not compatible with multi-panel plotting (e.g., `par(mfrow = c(2, 2))` for a 2 by 2 plot). When producing multi-panel plots, use "none" or "base", the latter of which produces the legend with the base legend function.

Logical. Should the plot be produced? Defaults to TRUE. Sometimes it is useful to only get the output from the plot, which is why this functionality exists (likely to be implemented in a panel plot).

Visual properties of the plot. There are currently only two themes implemented - a standard plot and a dark theme. If NULL (default), the theme will be produced with a standard white background. If "dark", a dark gray background will be used with white text and axes.

Additional arguments passed to `plot`. Note that it is best to use the full argument rather than partial matching, given the method used to call the plot. While some partial matching is supported (e.g., `m` for `main`, it is generally safest to supply the full argument).

The arguments supplied to the plot are silently returned for testing purposes.

# Produce default Probability-Probability plot with two groups
dev.off()
pp_plot(math ~ freelunch, star)

# Suppress shading and effect-size annotation
pp_plot(math ~ freelunch, star,
        shade = FALSE,
        text = FALSE)

# Change color of shading & line, line width, and title
pp_plot(math ~ freelunch,
        star,
        shade_rgb = rgb(0.1, 0.8, 0.2, 0.5),
        col = "purple", lwd = 5,
        main = "Probability-Probability Plot")

# Change to dark theme
pp_plot(math ~ freelunch, star, theme = "dark")

# Produce default PP plot w/multiple groups
pp_plot(mean ~ grade, seda)
# Change reference group to third grade
pp_plot(mean ~ grade,
       seda,
       ref_group = "3")

probs

**Compute probabilities from the empirical CDFs of a grouping variable for each group.**

**Description**
This formula returns the paired probabilities for any

**Usage**
probs(formula, data)

**Arguments**
- **formula**
  A formula of the type `out ~ group` where `out` is the outcome variable and `group` is the grouping variable. Note this variable can include any arbitrary number of groups.
- **data**
  The data frame that the data in the formula come from.

**Value**
A matrix of probabilities with separate columns for each group and rownames corresponding to the value the paired probabilities are calculated from.

**Examples**
probs(math ~ condition, star)

---

qtile_es

**Compute effect sizes by quantile bins**

**Description**
Returns a data frame with the estimated effect size by the provided percentiles. Currently, the effect size is equivalent to Cohen’s d, but future development will allow this to vary.

**Usage**
qtile_es(formula, data, ref_group = NULL, qtiles = seq(0, 1, 0.33))
Arguments

formula A formula of the type `out ~ group` where `out` is the outcome variable and `group` is the grouping variable. Note the grouping variable must only include only two groups.

data The data frame that the data in the formula come from.

ref_group Optional character vector (of length 1) naming the reference group to be plotted on the x-axis. Defaults to the highest scoring group.

qtiles The percentiles to split the data by and calculate effect sizes. Essentially, this is the binning argument. Defaults to `seq(0, 1, .33)`, which splits the distribution into thirds (lower, middle, upper). Any sequence is valid, but it is recommended the bins be even. For example `seq(0, 1, .1)` would split the distributions into deciles.

Examples

```r
# Compute effect sizes (Cohen's d) by default quantiles
qtile_es(reading ~ condition, star)

# Compute Cohen's d by quintile
qtile_es(reading ~ condition,
        star,
        qtiles = seq(0, 1, .2))

# Report effect sizes only relative to regular-sized classrooms
qtile_es(reading ~ condition,
        star,
        ref_group = "reg",
        qtiles = seq(0, 1, .2))
```

Description

Compute mean differences by various quantiles

Usage

```r
qtile_mean_diffs(formula, data, qtiles = seq(0, 1, 0.33))
```
Examples

qtile_mean_diffs(reading ~ condition, star)

qtile_mean_diffs(reading ~ condition,
    star,
    qtiles = seq(0, 1, .2))

---

seda

*Portion of the Stanford Educational Data Archive (SEDA).*

Description

The full SEDA dataset contains mean test scores on statewide testing data in reading and math for every school district in the United States. See a description of the data here. The data represented in this package represent a random sample of 10 cases in the full dataset. To access the full data, please visit the data archive in the above link.

Usage

seda

Format

A data frame with 32625 rows and 8 columns.

- **lead**: Integer. Local education authority identifier.
- **leaname**: Character. Local education authority name.
- **stateabb**: Character. State abbreviation.
- **year**: Integer. Year the data were collected.
- **grade**: Integer. Grade level the data were collected.
- **subject**: Character. Whether the data were from reading or mathematics.
- **mean**: Double. Mean test score for the LEA in the corresponding subject/grade/year.
- **se**: Double. Standard error of the mean.

Source

**star**

*Data from the Tennessee class size experiment*

**Description**

These data come from the Ecdat package and represent a cross-section of data from Project STAR (Student/Teacher Achievement Ratio), where students were randomly assigned to classrooms.

**Usage**

star

**Format**

A data frame with 5748 rows and 9 columns.

- **sid**: Integer. Student identifier.
- **schid**: Integer. School identifier.
- **condition**: Character. Classroom type the student was enrolled in (randomly assigned to).
- **tch_experience**: Integer. Number of years of teaching experience for the teacher in the classroom in which the student was enrolled.
- **sex**: Character. Sex of student: "girl" or "boy".
- **freelunch**: Character. Eligibility of the student for free or reduced price lunch: "no" or "yes"
- **race**: Character. The identified race of the student: "white", "black", or "other"
- **math**: Integer. Math scale score.
- **reading**: Integer. Reading scale score.

**tpac**

*Transformed proportion above the cut*

**Description**

This function transforms calls to pac into standard deviation units. Function assumes that each distribution is distributed normally with common variances. See Ho & Reardon, 2012

**Usage**

tpac(formula, data, cut, ref_group = NULL, diff = TRUE, tidy = TRUE)
Arguments

- **formula**: A formula of the type `out ~ group` where `out` is the outcome variable and `group` is the grouping variable. Note this variable can include any arbitrary number of groups.
- **data**: The data frame that the data in the formula come from.
- **cut**: The point at the scale from which the proportion above should be calculated from.
- **ref_group**: Optional. If the name of the reference group is provided (must be character and match the grouping level exactly), only the estimates corresponding to the given reference group will be returned.
- **diff**: Logical, defaults to `TRUE`. Should the difference between the groups be returned? If `FALSE` the raw proportion above the cut is returned for each group.
- **tidy**: Logical. Should the data be returned in a tidy data frame? (see Wickham, 2014). If `false`, effect sizes returned as a matrix or vector (depending on other arguments passed).

Value

A tidy data frame (or vector) of the transformed proportion above the cutoff. Optionally (and by default) all pairwise comparisons are calculated and returned.

Examples

```r
# Compute transformed PAC differences for all pairwise comparisons
# for each of three cuts
tpac(reading ~ condition, star,
cut = c(450, 500, 550))

# Report raw transformed PAC, instead of differences in transformed PAC
tpac(reading ~ condition, star,
cut = c(450, 500, 550),
diff = FALSE)

# Report transformed differences with regular-sized classrooms as the
# reference group
tpac(reading ~ condition, star,
cut = c(450, 500, 550),
ref_group = "reg")

# Return a matrix instead of a data frame
# (returns a vector if only one cut is provided)
tpac(reading ~ condition, star,
cut = c(450, 500, 550),
ref_group = "reg", tidy = FALSE)
```
Calculate the V effect size statistic

Description
This function calculates the effect size V, as discussed by Ho, 2009. The V statistic is a transformation of auc, interpreted as the average difference between the distributions in standard deviation units.

Usage
v(formula, data, ref_group = NULL, tidy = TRUE)

Arguments
formula A formula of the type `out ~ group` where `out` is the outcome variable and `group` is the grouping variable. Note this variable can include any arbitrary number of groups.
data The data frame that the data in the formula come from.
ref_group Optional. If the name of the reference group is provided (must be character and match the grouping level exactly), only the estimates corresponding to the given reference group will be returned.
tidy Logical. Should the data be returned in a tidy data frame? (see Wickham, 2014). If false, effect sizes returned as a vector.

Value
By default the V statistic for all possible pairings of the grouping factor are returned as a tidy data frame. Alternatively, a vector can be returned, and/or only the V corresponding to a specific reference group can be returned.

Examples
```r
free_reduced <- rnorm(800, 80, 20)
pay <- rnorm(100, 100, 18)
d <- data.frame(score = c(free_reduced, pay),
frl = c(rep("free_reduced", 800), rep("pay", 500)))
v(score ~ frl, d)
# Compute V for all pairwise comparisons
v(reading ~ condition, star)
# Specify regular-sized classrooms as the reference group
v(reading ~ condition, star, ref_group = "reg")
```
# Return a vector instead of a data frame

v(reading ~ condition,
   star,
   ref_group = "reg",
   tidy = FALSE)
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